INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of spectral estimation from truncated 1D and 2D time signals, which is the central problem of data processing in a number of experiments based on Fourier transform (FT) spectroscopy and, in particular, NMR spectroscopy.
Consider a 1D time signal c(n) := c(nτ) (n = 0, . . . , N − 1) that has been sampled discretely on an equidistant set of time points. The infinite time discrete Fourier transformation (DFT ∞ ) of c(n) is then defined as
with z = e −iτ s . (The "shortcut" n=0 + , meaning that the first term in the sum is multiplied by 1 2 , will be used throughout the paper. This multiplication corrects the error due to the discretization of the half-line Fourier integral.) A finite DFT can be used to estimate I (s):
DFT N gives spectral resolution δs ∼ 2π/N τ . This slow convergence behavior is known as the FT uncertainty principle. For example, peaks that are separated by less than 2π/N τ cannot be discerned. The DFT resolution can also be affected by an artifact known as Gibbs oscillations. This arises from an abrupt truncation of the signal, giving small wiggles in the baseline of the spectrum, affecting the resolution by obscuring weak signals.
Gibbs oscillations are normally suppressed by weighting the time signal with an appropriate apodization function, allowing the signal to smoothly decay to 0 within the sampling interval. However, this also results in an additional, slight broadening of the lines, further reducing the resolution. A number of methods that try to overcome the DFT limitations have been suggested in the past for high-resolution spectral estimation from truncated data sets. Typically, the higher resolution is obtained by incorporating some additional information about the signal that is ignored in the DFT processing. Among such methods, the most relevant to the present framework are the autoregression (AR) techniques (see, e.g., Ref.
(1) and references therein), i.e., based on the assumption that there exists a number K , so that the data satisfies the AR form c(n) = K p=1 a p c(n − p). [3] If N ≥ 2K , one can now solve Eq. [3] for the prediction coefficients a p and then use them directly (see, e.g., (2, 3) ) to extend the available time domain data to times longer than the sampling interval. The extended signal is then transformed with a DFT. Note that Eq. [3] is also commonly referred to as the linear prediction (LP) assumption. It can be shown that for a general case it is equivalent to assuming that the signal is composed of K complex sinusoids with complex frequencies ω k and amplitudes d k ,
with u k = e −iτ ω k . A number of parameter estimation methods have been developed to solve the harmonic inversion problem (HIP) for the unknowns u k and d k as defined by Eq. [4] (see, e.g., Refs. (1, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and references therein). The computed spectral parameters u k and d k can be used to construct the spectrum I (s). The important common aspect of most such methods is that they may be formulated purely within the linear algebraic framework, making them computationally very efficient compared to, e.g., a general nonlinear parametric fit problem. However, a common difficulty, encountered in the techniques for solving either the spectral or parameter estimation problem, is their notorious ill-defined nature and various instabilities, especially in cases when the data do not fit the AR assumption [3] . Moreover, the difficulties increase for large and/or multidimensional data sets.
The filter diagonalization method (FDM), introduced recently (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) belongs to the class of AR techniques, although it is derived using a different assumption about the data, formulated in terms of the quantum time autocorrelation function with an effective (complex symmetric) evolution operatorÛ and initial state (9) :
Here (a|b) = (b|a) denotes the complex symmetric inner product. Equation [5] turns out to be equivalent to both Eqs. [3] and [4] if we assume K to be the rank ofÛ with eigenvalues u k .
If we now define the corresponding eigenfunctions as ϒ k , the amplitudes become
Thus, once a matrix representation ofÛ is obtained in terms of the available data points c(n), the spectral parameters u k and d k are estimated from the corresponding eigenvalue problem. The key difference between FDM and most other AR algorithms is the use of a Fourier subspace (9) that reduces a typically large linear algebraic problem (defined by the data size) to a small one. As such the actual power of FDM reveals when the data sets are large and in the cases of multidimensional spectral analysis, where the quantum mechanical framework becomes very convenient to devise efficient multidimensional linear algebraic algorithms. Note though that other Fourier subspace methods exist for 1D spectral analysis such as LP-ZOOM (5) or beamspacing (see Ref. (16) In another linear algebraic spectral estimation technique, arising from FDM and called regularized resolvent transform (RRT) (17) , the solution of either the AR Eq. [3] or the HIP [4] is avoided. The spectrum is estimated directly using the resolvent formula derived by substituting the assumption [5] into Eq. [1]:
When the data fit the Lorentzian assumption (i.e., one of the equations [3] , [4] , or [5] , which are all equivalent) well, both FDM and RRT give essentially identical and excellent results.
However, in the case when this assumption is not satisfied, such as for very short data sets and/or noisy signals, they may become unstable or difficult to use. A common source of difficulty is the need to fiddle with the parameters of the method to achieve an acceptable compromise between high spectral resolution (possibly with spurious or poorly converged peaks) and low resolution (with all artifacts suppressed). Figure 1 illustrates the problems associated with spectral estimation. The 2D RRT spectral estimate of a sufficiently large data set (N 1 × N 2 = 16×300) is very well converged and gives a superior resolution to the finite 2D DFT spectral estimate. Quite unfortunately, 2D RRT has sudden convergence. That is, when the data is truncated below some critical size (e.g., N 1 × N 2 = 8 × 32), it fails catastrophically, producing unacceptable lineshapes and some missing peaks. The DFT of the same truncated data gives a uniform low-resolution spectral estimate, although producing strong Gibbs oscillations. Because the finite DFT spectral estimate is not governed by any assumptions, it is straightforward to use, is well understood, and, as such, is most commonly used. It is often desirable to have a controllable procedure that corrects the DFT by, e.g., suppressing the Gibbs oscillations and improving the resolution, at least for the peaks with Lorentzian lineshapes. This strategy is, in principle, well known and can be implemented in the framework of most nonlinear spectral or parameter estimators. For example, LP is most commonly used to extend the data to longer times followed by DFT processing. However, because of various difficulties associated with appearance in the line list of complex poles, u k , outside the unit circle, |u k | > 1, the extrapolation may be difficult to implement because of the exponential instabilities. Several prescriptions for combining DFT with FDM have been suggested previously (9, 14) . However, those appeared to be difficult to extend to a 2D case, in particular, because the spectral parameters in 2D are much harder to obtain, and, thus, it is hard to reconstruct a 2D signal. In this paper we propose a procedure, named the eX tended Fourier T ransform (XFT), that can be used to correct the 1D and 2D DFT spectral estimates in a controllable fashion by adding a, generally, small correction term computed by RRT. That is, an XFT spectral estimate may be written in the form [7] where the second term is an RRT-based estimate of the N th DFT remainder,
The XFT, therefore, extracts spectral features lost by limitations of the finite DFT. The RRT requires regularization, depending on a parameter, q, that controls the artifact suppression and level of resolution. When q = ∞ the correction, N , vanishes (low resolution); finite values of q give nonzero correction (high resolution), provided the data have not decayed to zero during the acquisition period. Using exact arithmetic for data sets
FIG. 1.
Chemical shift correlation spectra of the metalloprotein rubredoxin. The RRT for the severely truncated data gives nonuniform lineshapes and omits some of the features. The DFT for the severely truncated data has correct lineshapes and features, but has artifacts due to the truncation. The XFT is able to yield the DFT spectrum without artifacts even when the high-resolution estimation fails. In this example, the spectra have been calculated with spectral widths of 1500 × 1600 Hz, with 200 spectral points in each dimension. The RRT and XFT spectra for the truncated data were both obtained using K win = 32. The RRT of the longer signal had K win = 80.
satisfying, e.g., the form [4] with N ≥ 2K and infinitesimally small values of q, the XFT estimate gives the exact result. It should be emphasized that N is not computed by processing any kind of residual signal or by extrapolating the data. Because extrapolation is avoided, the common exponential instability does not occur in XFT. An example of 2D XFT in action is shown in Fig. 1 . It is clear that, although the resolution enhancement of the spectrum, compared to DFT, is not enormous, in this case of severely truncated data, XFT does suppress the DFT artifacts and reveals some small spectral features that are missing in the DFT spectrum. At the same time, the XFT lineshapes remain well behaved. In the next sections we derive the 1D and 2D XFT and examine their behavior using both 1D and 2D NMR data.
1D XFT
The correction term [8] is estimated by analogy with Eq. [6] using Eq. [5] ,
for any M ≤ N , where we have defined the state vectors n := U n . It is convenient to choose N = 2M. We can now evaluate the corresponding matrix element of the resolvent in Eq. [9] using the basis { n } (n = 0, . . . , M − 1). (A more numerically efficient basis is a Fourier-type basis, but this will be discussed later.) Given the assumption [5] , the elements of the square
are given in terms of the available signal points c(n):
Now by replacing M and (1 −Û /z) in Eq. [9] by their matrix representations [10] , the correction term becomes
with the M × M matrix-pencil R = U 0 − U 1 /z and N = 2M. Numerical solution of Eq.
[11] may scale as ∼N 3 if one does not take advantage of the special Hankel structure of R. A Fourier basis has proven to be very efficient for such problems (9, 10).
A small Fourier subspace {˜ j } of size K win M is constructed by choosing K win complex numbers on the unit circle y j = e −iτ ϕ j ( j = 1, . . . , K win ) and using
n . [12] (In this paper the tilde over vectors or matricies will symbolize the expression in the Fourier basis.) The efficiency of the Fourier basis depends on how the points ϕ j are chosen. In most cases an equidistant grid is effective, with spacing ϕ = 2π ℵMτ [13] and adjusting parameter ℵ ≥ 1 (e.g., one can use ℵ = 1.2). Since the basis is localized in the frequency domain, the diagonal elements of the matricies will dominate, and the off-diagonal elements will drop off as a sinc function. This allows an accurate estimate of the inverse R −1 in a small subspace, leading to numerically cheap matrix inversion. A further gain may be achieved by using a multiscale Fourier basis (14) with a nonuniform set of ϕ j , containing information about the entire spectrum rather than just the spectral window. The multiscale basis is not used here for simplicity.
The matrix elements of the K win × K win square matricesŨ 1 andŨ 0 can be computed using (10) [14] whereŜ defines the symmetrization operator over the variables y j and y j ,Ŝ
For j = j we have
The mth state vector m in the Fourier basis is a K win ×1 column vector with elements
Now defining the K win × K win matrix-pencilR =Ũ 0 −Ũ 1 /z in the Fourier basis, the correction term becomes
Since a small subspace, rather than the complete basis { n }, is used to evaluate the resolvent, the expression [18] must be viewed as an approximation to Eq. [11] with convergence parameter K win . However, an acceptable convergence is usually achieved for sufficiently small sizes in the range K win ∼ 10-100. Moreover, in the Fourier basis, the matrices are much less ill-conditioned, which makes them easier to handle numerically. Just like in RRT (17), numerical evaluation of the resolvent in Eq. [18] requires regularization. For example, in the case when Eq. [5] is satisfied exactly (i.e., the Lorentzian assumption is exact) for the signal c(n), the rank of R is K if M > K , so the full M × M matrix R is singular and, therefore, R −1 does not exist. In a Fourier basis representation with small K win K , the K win × K win matrixR will not be exactly singular. Moreover, in the presence of noise it would unlikely be singular for any K win . However, it can still be ill-conditioned. There are several methods to deal with this situation (18) , such as Tikhonov regularization (17, 19) , but in this paper we consider the singularvalue decomposition (SVD). Although the latter is numerically more expensive than the former, it can still lead to a numerical saving when results at several regularization levels are needed. The SVD of the square matrixR is defined bỹ
with unitary matrices V and W and Σ = diag(σ n ), real and diagonal; V † defines the Hermitian conjugate of V. Since we can now writeR −1 = W † Σ −1 V, the problem then becomes that of regularizing the diagonal matrix Σ −1 . Here the truncated SVD (i.e., setting [
−1
q ] nn = 0 for very small singular values σ n below a certain threshold) is not recommended. Instead, a more uniform regularization may be employed using, for example,
In this paper we employed Eq.
[21], while we were informed recently that Eq. [20] could be more effective (20) . Regularization leads to the ultimate well-behaved expression to evaluate the correction in the 1D XFT,
which is one of the main results of this paper. The properties of the DFT term used in Eq. [7] may not be ideal: the DFT is calculated for a truncated data set and is not apodized. For this reason, the Gibbs oscillations in the spectrum are quite intense. These artifacts are compensated for by the correction in the XFT which, in turn, must be large and oscillatory.
Although
be beneficial to calculate a correction to the already apodized DFT spectrum, so that the large oscillations need not be compensated for. An example of such procedure is given in the Appendix.
Numerical Example: 1D XFT
The XFT of an experimental NMR data set can be examined to determine the role of each term. This is best accomplished in the 1D case as the correction to the baseline is evident. In Fig. 2 we show an interesting spectral region of 12H -pyrido[1,2-a : 3,4-b]diinole processed by DFT and XFT. The DFT was calculated using both N = 32000 and N = 5000 data points for comparison (upper traces). The lower three traces were computed using only 5000 of the available data points, which is short enough that the DFT spectrum results in some truncation artifacts, such as Gibbs oscillations, and insufficient resolution to resolve the doublets present in the DFT using 32,000 points. The correction (the bottom trace) has oscillations equal and opposite to the oscillations in the DFT. When added together these cancel, giving the correct baseline in the XFT spectrum. Furthermore, the correction also contains features that improve the resolution of the DFT, revealing some splittings that could not be obtained with
FIG. 2.
An interesting region of the 1D NMR spectrum of 12H -pyrido[1,2-a : 3,4-b]diinole, processed by the XFT using a truncated (N = 5000) data set. The figure illustrates the behavior of each term involved in the calculation of the XFT. The XFT is obtained by adding together the unapodized DFT term and the correction term calculated with a regularization parameter of q that is optimized for this case. The correction term exactly cancels the Gibbs oscillations present in the nonapodized DFT. It also adds small terms to increase the resolution of some peaks, allowing some doublet structures to be identified. For comparison the apodized DFT spectra for N = 32000 and N = 5000 are presented.
FIG. 3.
The XFT spectra generated for a range of regularization parameter q are compared to the DFT spectrum using the same number of data points (N = 5000). The latter was apodized with a cosine weighting function. The fully converged DFT spectrum using the entire data set is also shown. As q increases, the XFT loses resolution, but still contains as much information as the DFT. In this case, the optimal value for q is around 1×10 −5 , where the small splittings can be resolved with artifacts of the nonlinear processing suppressed. the truncated DFT alone. In this example the regularization parameter q was optimized for maximum resolution enhancement. It should be noted that an optimal q is roughly proportional to the factor N = N N −1 n=0 |c(n)|, so it is convenient to consider the scaled quantity q → q/N , which has a sensible order. Now we examine the behavior of the XFT as a function of q. For very large q, the regularization parameter will dominate the resolvent and the correction will be zero. In this case, the spectrum will be identical to the DFT. When q is very small, the correction term will be nonzero, yielding a high-resolution spectral estimate similar to the RRT (17) spectral estimate. For intermediate values of q, XFT will generally give different results from the RRT.
The effect of changing q is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . For no regularization (q = 0), an artifact is present at −650 Hz, which is removed by performing the calculation with q = 5 × 10 −5 . When q is set quite high (q = 0.5), the XFT becomes essentially equivalent to the apodized DFT. In this manner, even if the XFT cannot increase the resolution, it can still smooth the DFT, removing the Gibbs oscillations.
2D XFT
Although the 1D XFT is interesting for evaluating the successes and limitations of the method, it is the multidimensional generalization of XFT that is most useful. The simple reason is that there is usually no acquisition time limitation in 1D NMR experiments. In 2D, however, the difficulties associated with the data truncation are much more pronounced. As shown in Fig. 1 the high-resolution techniques, such as RRT, can be used quite successfully with signals severely truncated along the interferometric dimensions, provided the total size, N 1 × N 2 , of the 2D data array is sufficiently large. When N 1 × N 2 is too small, RRT may fail catastrophically. XFT is manifestly a much less aggressive method as it tries to correct the DFT spectrum in a controllable fashion, sometimes giving only marginal improvement, but sometimes leading to a significant resolution enhancement.
We consider a 2D time signal on an evenly spaced 2D time grid c(n 1 , n 2 ) := c(n 1 τ 1 , n 2 τ 2 ). The goal is then to estimate the infinite time 2D DFT spectrum using the scheme
with z 1 = e −iτ 1 s 1 and z 2 = e −iτ 2 s 2 . The finite 2D DFT and the three correction terms arise from breaking the infinite 2D summation domain into four rectangular regions:
[24]
Generalizing the 1D quantum ansatz [5] the 2D signal is assumed to be generated by two commuting complex symmetric evolution operatorsÛ 1 andÛ 2 :
.
[25]
Now using 2M 1 = N 1 and 2M 2 = N 2 and defining n 1 ,n 2 := U
, by analogy with Eq.
[9], we can write
The arising resolvent matrix elements can now be evaluated on the basis n 1 ,n 2 of size M 1 × M 2 . However, as in the 1D case, it is advantageous to implement a Fourier basis. The latter is introduced by selecting a K 1win × K 2win = K win grid of points (ϕ 1 j , ϕ 2 j ) in a chosen 2D frequency window with spacings given by Eq. [13] ,˜
with y 1 j = e −inτ 1 ϕ 1 j and y 2 j = e −inτ 2 ϕ 2 j . The square complex symmetric matrices ofÛ 1 ,Û 2 and the identity operator (the overlap matrix) in this basis are defined byŨ 1 ,Ũ 2 , andŨ 0 , accordingly. Their matrix elements are given here without derivation (see Ref. (11)). To consolidate the expressions, three new data sets are defined:
The matrix elements of the U matrices for both y 1 j = y 1 j and y 2 j = y 2 j can be computed by
whereŜ 1 andŜ 2 define the symmetrization operators over the corresponding pairs of variables as, e.g.,
[30]
For y 1 j = y 1 j and y 2 j = y 2 j we have
which can trivially be rewritten for the symmetric case of y 1 j = y 1 j and y 2 j = y 2 j . For the case of both y 1 j = y 1 j and y 2 j = y 2 j , i.e., the diagonal elements of the U matrices, we have
The U matrices are used to construct the matrix pencils
, which can be computed using 
[35]
The numerical expressions for the correction terms in the Fourier basis can finally be written
[36]
Equations [23] -[36] constitute the main result of this paper.
Armed with these equations we can construct the 2D XFT.
Although the above derivation may appear quite tedious, the result itself is straightforward: the arrays entering Eq.
[36] are all obtained from the data c(n 1 , n 2 ) by simple linear transformations involving DFT. Just as in the 1D case, numerical evaluation of the resolventsR
2 requires regularization, which is implemented here using SVD (Eqs. [19] - [22] ). Since usually the results very smoothly depend on the regularization parameter q, each resolvent can be treated with the same q to reduce the number of adjusting parameters. Regularization by SVD, once again, offers the advantage of generating multiple spectra with different q, adding little numerical cost. Since each matrix pencil depends on one of the frequencies s 1 or s 2 , the total number of SVD applications to construct the 2D spectrum on the 2D grid in the frequency domain N s 1 × N s 2 is only N s 1 + N s 2 . Because the most numerically expensive part of XFT is associated with SVD, the total numerical cost to construct 2D XFT scales as
win , where K win is typically small (e.g., 100).
Numerical Example: 2D XFT
Both FDM and RRT, the predecessors of XFT, have been demonstrated previously to lead to significant resolution enhancement (9, 17) , provided the data fit well the Lorentzian form. As shown in Fig. 1 , RRT may fail when the latter is not the case (the data set is too small). In this case very strong regularization (large q) is needed to remove the artifacts and correct the lineshapes, eventually leading to a low-resolution spectrum that may become even inferior to the DFT spectral estimate. Unlike the FDM and RRT, the regularization in XFT does not generally reduce the resolution below that of the DFT; i.e., it is essentially bounded from below by the FT uncertainty principle. Usually a compromise, corresponding to some finite value of q, exists, leading to the Gibbs oscillation removal and resolving some peaks (not necessarily all of them) that can be fitted by Lorentzians. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 where we present another more challenging numerical test. Each of the XFT spectra shown for different values of q offer a resolution enhancement over the DFT, albeit the lineshapes are distorted for smaller values of q. With q = 0.001, the regularization is optimal, and the splittings are resolved without any artifacts present. The results of two LP spectra, calculated using the NMRPipe program (21) , are presented as a comparison to the XFT. As XFT does not use the data from the entire constant time period, it is compared to a standard LP algorithm. However, for constant time data, mirror-image LP (MI-LP) (22) is commonly employed and is also presented. Both LP spectra show an improvement over the FT, but some peaks that are resolved by the XFT are not improved. Recently, using ideas similar to MI-LP, FDM has been implemented to use data from the entire constant time period 2T (23) , which effectively doubles the data size. This led to a substantial resolution enhancement. Although this method has not yet been implemented for XFT, once it is implemented, we expect a further improvement.
FIG. 4.
Comparison of the XFT of a small region of the carbon-hydrogen CT-HSQC of Ubiquitin with the FT and LP methods. The spectra were processed for several values of q to illustrate the behavior of the method. The XFT and FT spectra were processed using the entire data set (N 1 = 316 and N 2 = 2048) with a spectral width of 350 Hz in the proton dimension and 400 Hz in the carbon dimension. The calculation was performed for 200 spectral points in each dimension, and for the XFT, K win = 60. The FT and LP spectra were apodized with a cosine-squared function. The LP and the MI-LP are 16th order, calculated using the NMRPipe program.
SUMMARY
XFT has been presented as a useful spectral estimation method. The fact that XFT is a function of the regularization parameter q has the advantage of being able to tune the spectrum between high-resolution spectral estimation and the finite DFT. In the case where the data satisfy the Lorentzian assumption [4] (or its 2D analogue), infinitesimally small regularization is required and the XFT gives essentially the exact infinite time DFT. If the Lorentzian assumption is not met, in the case of a very short, or noisy signal, the level of resolution is controlled by adjusting the regularization. Only having a few parameters that need to be adjusted, and having a broad range over which the parameters give usable results, also makes XFT much easier to use than most other methods. XFT has numerous similarities to the RRT, albeit the nonlinear contribution (the correction term) in the former is generally relatively small. For this reason, problems that may severely affect the performance of either FDM or RRT may only cause small problems in the XFT.
The main disadvantage of the XFT is that, unlike FDM, individual resonances are not calculated and cannot be manipulated afterward. While RRT can generate other spectral representations (not necessarily the infinite time DFT spectral estimate), XFT is restricted solely to the DFT spectral estimation. Also, due to many resolvent matrix elements to be computed in XFT (see Eq.
[36]), it is numerically more intensive than RRT, or at least requires more intelligent programming.
APPENDIX Alternative Expressions to Evaluate 1D XFT
Here we rewrite Eqs. [7] and [9] which holds for any m and m . We can now average I (s) over these two free parameters. This leads, in principle, to an infinite number of possible expressions, depending on the weighting function. Interestingly, for the ideal data, i.e., satisfying Eq. [4] , any such expression would be numerically exact, while the difference would be observed in practical applications using nonperfect signals. Here we derive just one such expression that is and C m is defined by Eq. [10] .
In the Fourier basis the correction becomes av =C
T avR −1C
av , [A.5] where the expression forR is unaffected by averaging and the elements ofC av are obtained by recognizing that its form is similar to that ofŨ 0 in Eq. [14] upon substitution of y j by z: This result can easily be generalized to the 2D case, which is not done here.
